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Sensitivity


Ability of the test to correctly identify (+ test result) in someone
with the disorder



= a/(a+c)



SnNout = High sensitivity  Negative test result, rule out disorder
w/ confidence



False negatives are unlikely

= .70

Specificity


Ability of the test to correctly identify (- test result) in someone
without the disorder



= d/(b+d)



SpPin =High specificity  positive test result, rule in disorder
w/ confidence



False positives are unlikely

= .97
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Positive Predictive Value (PPV)
 Ability of the test to correctly
determine the % of people with
the disorder from all of the
people with positive test results
Negative Predictive Value (NPV)
 Ability of the test to correctly
determine the % of people
without the disorder from all of
the people with a negative test
result

Positive Likelihood Ratio (LR+)
 Likelihood that a positive test
result was observed in a person
with the disorder v. in a person
without the disorder of interest
Negative Likelihood Ratio (LR-)
 The likelihood that a negative
test result is observed in a
person with the disorder v. in a
person without the disorder of
interest
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 If an LR = 1.0 it represents a 50:50 chance of increasing or
decreasing the probability of a diagnosis
 A 95% CI that includes 1.0 in its range means that one possibility
for the “true value” of the LR is a 50:50 chance

Large and conclusive change
LR+ > 10

LR - < 0.10

Moderate change
LR+ = 5-10

LR- = 0.10-0.20

Small but sometimes important
change
LR+ = 2-5

LR- = 0.20-0.50

Negligible change in pre-test
probability
LR+ = 1-2

LR- = 0.50-1.0
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Interpretation of results



Statistical significance, p-value




Effect size




Group differences
Expression of the size of the difference between sample
means

MCID (the “so what” to a test or measure result)


Minimal level of change required for the outcome to be
considered worthwhile



Should at least exceed the standard error of
measurement (SEM) for the outcome of interest

 > 0.8 - big treatment effect
(no doubt about it!)
 0.5 - 0.8 - big enough
treatment effect that we
can "see it with the naked
eye“
 0.2 - 0.49 - treatment
effect is small enough that
we can't "see it with the
naked eye“
 < 0.2 - what treatment
effect?
If CI includes “0”, then one of the
possible true values is “no change”
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Number needed to treat



Is it worth performing the intervention ?



Number of patients who must receive the
intervention in a specific period of time to
produce one positive outcome or avoid one
adverse event


1 is ideal
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Comparison
Systematic Reviews




A research design
 Subjects = individual
studies
 Inclusion & exclusion
criteria
 Included studies
undergo standardized
evaluation process
Purpose is to draw a
conclusion from the
cumulative weight of the
evidence

Meta-Analyses


Form of systematic
review



Statistical analyses of
data pooled from
individual studies
included in the review



Data compatibility from
individual studies are
necessary
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Thank you
Questions?
Jennifer Bunn, PhD
bunnj@Campbell.edu
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